Wilt Tom Sharpe
Eventually, you will extremely discover a other experience and talent by spending more cash. still
when? accomplish you give a positive response that you require to acquire those all needs
subsequently having significantly cash? Why dont you try to get something basic in the beginning?
Thats something that will lead you to comprehend even more almost the globe, experience, some
places, similar to history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your extremely own become old to accomplish reviewing habit. in the course of guides you could
enjoy now is Wilt Tom Sharpe below.

Changing Places - David Lodge 2012-02-29
When Philip Swallow and Professor Morris Zapp
participate in their universities' Anglo-American
exchange scheme, the Fates play a hand, and
each academic finds himself enmeshed in the life
of his counterpart on the opposite side of the
Atlantic. Nobody is immune to the exchange:
students, colleagues, even wives are swapped as
wilt-tom-sharpe

events spiral out of control. And soon both
sundrenched Euphoric State university and rainkissed university of Rummidge are a hotbed of
intrigue, lawlessness and broken vows...
The Veiled One - Ruth Rendell 2010-12-28
Inspector Wexford searches for answers after an
elderly woman is murdered in this “spellbinder”
from a New York Times–bestselling author
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(Publishers Weekly). When Chief Inspector
Wexford enters the parking garage, the woman
is already dead, slumped between two cars,
concealed under a velvet shroud. The inspector
doesn’t even notice her as he drives away. Only
later, when he sees on the news that an old
woman was garroted in the shopping mall
garage, does he realize how close he was to
discovering the body. In a case that starts with a
hidden corpse, the truth will be dangerously
elusive. Before Wexford can sink his teeth into
the elderly woman’s murder, he is nearly killed
himself—by a politically motivated car bombing
targeting his daughter. With the inspector in the
hospital, the case falls to his partner, the
intrepid Mike Burden, who must solve both
mysteries before the shopping mall killer strikes
again. The winner of three Edgar Awards, Ruth
Rendell was one of the finest mystery authors of
the twentieth century. Inspector Wexford was
one of her most beloved creations, and The
Veiled One is another “stunning” entry in the
wilt-tom-sharpe

series (Publishers Weekly).
Wilt on High - Tom Sharpe 1984
The shadow of drug dealing falls across Fenland
Tech and suddenly Wilt finds himself the target
of suspicion. With his talent for making new
enemies, an accusation of voyeurism in the staff
lavatory leads to a massive confrontation at a
nearby US airbase, surrounded by the forces of
law and order.
Wilt - Tom Sharpe 2002
Henry Wilt, tied to a daft job and a domineering
wife, has just been passed over for promotion
yet again. Ahead of him at the Polytechnic
stretch years of trying to thump literature into
the heads of plasterers, joiners, butchers and the
like. And things
Diggers - Terry Pratchett 2015-12-31
This is the story of Jekub, the Dragon in the Hill
with great big teeth and a great loud voice.
(Well, that's according to the nomes, but they
are only four inches tall.) When humans threaten
their new home in the quarry, the natural thing
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would be to run and hide. But the nomes have
got the wild idea that they should fight back.
After all, everyone knows that nomes are faster
and smarter than humans, and now they have a
secret weapon . . . The fantastically funny
second book of the nomes, from the author of
the bestselling Discworld series.
Grantchester Grind - Tom Sharpe 2011-06-08
Though as cunning as ever, the formidable
Skullion - previously head porter, now elevated
to Master - is showing signs of physical frailty
after his stroke. So the tricky business of
appointing a new Master must start all over
again. Meanwhile the College's monstrous debts
refuse to go away, and a sinister American
media mogul seems determined to make a
television documentary on the premises,
destroying part of the chapel in the process.
Moreover, the widow of the previous Master is
convinced that her husband was murdered, so
she plants an agent in the Senior Common Room
to dig up an unpleasant truth that everyone else
wilt-tom-sharpe

would prefer kept under the carpet. Faced with
such continuing crises, the instinct of the true
Porterhouse man is to reach for the bottle - or to
fall back on the subtle and traditional Cambridge
skills of blackmail and kidnap. But will those be
enough?
Hawkins Family - 1996-07-01
The Midden - Tom Sharpe 2011-07-31
Timothy Brights doesn't exactly live up to his
name. Brought up to regard copious flows of
money as his birthright, he can't understand why
the funds have been cut off, nor why friends he
recruited as Lloyds' Names no longer want to
talk to him. When gambling fails, Timothy turns
to embezzlement, but it's the lesser offence of
helping himself to some strangely aromatic
tobacco that propels him up the motorway and
into bed with the Chief Constable's wife. The
Chief Constable has just survived charges of
bribery and perjury and is not too concerned
that his efforts to dispose of Timothy involve
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false imprisonment, breaking and entering, and
a spot of GBH. It is only when the Chief tries to
frame his old adversary, the upright Miss
Midden, that things begin to go seriously wrong
as his underhand ploy opens up the way to
spectacular mayhem.
Memoirs Of A Mangy Lover - Groucho Marx
2008-12-15
Here are Groucho's improbable tales of true
romance, narrated with his characteristic
panache and illustrated with splendid New
Yorker-esque cartoons.
Cast a Cold Eye - Alan Ryan 1984
Douglas Adams's Starship Titanic - Terry
Jones 2007-12-18
In this thoroughly satisfying and completely
disorienting novel based on a story line by
Douglas Adams (author of The Hitchhiker's
Guide to the Galaxy), Terry Jones recounts an
unforgettable tale of intergalactic travel and
mishap. The saga of "the ship that cannot
wilt-tom-sharpe

possibly go wrong" sparkles with wit, danger,
and confusion that will keep readers guessing
which reality they are in and how, on earth, to
find their way out again. At the center of the
galaxy, a vast, unknown civilization is preparing
for an event of epic proportions: the launching of
the greatest, most gorgeous, most
technologically advanced Starship ever built-the
Starship Titanic. An earthling would see it as a
mixture of the Chrysler Building, the tomb of
Tutankhamen, and Venice. But less provincial
onlookers would recognize it as the design of
Leovinus, the galaxy's most renowned architect.
He is an old man now, and the creation of the
Starship Titanic is the pinnacle achievement of
his twenty-year career. The night before the
launch, Leovinus is prowling around the ship
having a last little look. With mounting alarm he
begins to find things are not right: unfinished
workmanship, cybersystems not working
correctly, robots colliding with doors. How could
this have happened? And how could this have
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happened without his knowing? Something
somewhere is terribly wrong. On the following
day, in an artificial event staged for the media,
the Starship Titanic will leave its construction
dock under autopilot and, a few days later, make
its way to the terminal to pick up passengers for
its maiden voyage. Although the ship will be
deserted during its very first flight, it is
nevertheless a major event, watched by all the
galaxy's media. Hugely, magnificently, the
fabulous ship eases its way forward from the
construction dock, picks up speed, sways a bit,
wobbles a bit, veers wildly, and just before it can
do massive damage to everything around it,
appears to undergo SMEF (Spontaneous
Massive Existence Failure). In just ten seconds,
the whole, stupendous enterprise is over. And
our story has just begun. Somehow three
earthlings, one Blerontin journalist, a
semideranged parrot, and a shipful of
disoriented robots must overcome their
differences. It's the only way to save the
wilt-tom-sharpe

Starship Titanic ("The Ship That Cannot Possibly
Go Wrong") from certain destruction and rescue
the economy of an entire planet-not to mention
to survive the latest threat, an attack by a swarm
of hostile shipbuilders. . . .
Bluffs, The - Kyle Perry 2021-07-02
At the bottom of the world, there is an island. It
is a land of rugged wilderness, of ice and snow
and blistering heat ... They say extinct tigers still
roam there. They say other things roam, too.
When a school group of teenage girls go missing
in the remote wilderness of Tasmania's Great
Western Tiers, the people of Limestone Creek
are immediately on alert. Not long ago, six
young girls went missing in the area of those
dangerous bluffs, and the legends of 'the Hungry
Man' still haunt locals to this day. Now,
authorities can determine that the teacher, Eliza
Ellis, was knocked unconscious, so someone on
the mountain was up to foul play. Jordan
Murphy, father of missing student Jasmine and
the town's local dealer, instantly becomes prime
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suspect, but Detective Con Badenhorst knows
that in a town this size - with corrupt cops,
small-town politics, and a teenage YouTube
sensation - anyone could be hiding something,
and bluffing comes second nature. When a body
is found, mauled, at the bottom of a cliff,
suspicion turns to a wild animal - but that can't
explain why she, like all victims past and
present, was discovered barefoot, with her shoes
found nearby, laces neatly tied. What happened
up there on the bluffs? Somebody knows...
unless the local legends are true...
Ancestral Vices - Tom Sharpe 2011-05-26
With his only friend a computer, Walden Yapp
has lived a singular life. Professor of Demotic
History at the University of Kloone, Yapp spends
his days highlighting the corrupt capitalistic
nature of the upper-classes, and his nights
feeding Doris his computer the information he
has gathered So when capitalist Lord Petrefact
hires him to write a damaging family history,
Yapp seizes the chance to chronicle the corrupt
wilt-tom-sharpe

life of the Petrefact family. Spurred on by his
expectations of dishonesty and depravity Yapp
heads of the town of Buscott, where nobody is
what they at first appear to be. Now a pawn in
Lord Petrefact’s vindictive family game, Yapp’s
presence is as welcome as the plague. From
provoking dwarfish marital problems to
uncovering an erotic toy factory Yapp’s presence
sparks a chain of events that ends in death,
destruction and a murder trial. Going through a
car wash will never feel the same again.
Porterhouse Blue - Tom Sharpe 2011-05-26
______________________________ The 'endlessly
funny' novel widely regarded as a classic of
comic English literature Porterhouse College is
world renowned for its gastronomic excellence,
the arrogance of its Fellows, its academic
mediocrity and the social cache it confers on the
athletic sons of country families. Sir Godber
Evans, ex-Cabinet Minister and the new Master,
is determined to change all this. Spurred on by
his politically angular wife, Lady Mary, he
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challenges the established order and provokes
the wrath of the Dean, the Senior Tutor, the
Bursar and, most intransigent of all, Skullion the
Head Porter - with hilarious and catastrophic
results.
Perfume River - Robert Olen Butler 2016-09-06
A powerful novel of a family haunted by the
aftershocks of the Vietnam War—from the
Pulitzer Prize–winning author of a A Good Scent
from a Strange Mountain. “You share a war in
one way. You pass it on in another.” Passionate
student activism brought Robert Quinlan
together with his future wife during the
tumultuous years of the Vietnam War. But since
then, the long-married Florida university
professors have grown apart. Their crumbling
relationship is mirrored by Robert’s
estrangement from his brother . . . alienated by
the same controversial war. Now, with their
father—a World War II veteran—lying close to
death, the rift in the family is sorely tested when
Robert’s brother refuses to put the past aside
wilt-tom-sharpe

and return to say goodbye. And when Robert
mistakes a homeless stranger for a fellow
Vietnam veteran, his unstable presence in their
lives will further stir the emotional scars that
shattered the Quinlan men . . . and take its toll
on those they love most. “Butler’s Faulknerian
shuttling back and forth across the decades has
less to do with literary pyrotechnics than with
cutting to the chase. Perfume River hits its
marks with a high-stakes intensity . . . Butler’s
prose is fluid, and his handling of his many timeshifts as lucid as it is urgent. His descriptive
gifts don’t extend just to his characters’ traits or
their Florida and New Orleans settings, but to
the history he’s addressing.” —Michael
Upchurch, New York Times Book Review “Butler
moves easily among his characters to create a
composite portrait of a family that has been
wrecked by choices made during the Vietnam
War.” —Beth Nguyen, San Francisco Chronicle
“The story builds its force with great care . . . Its
power is that we want to keep reading. The
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entire journey is masterfully rendered, Butler
lighting a path back into the cave, completely
unafraid.” —Benjamin Busch, Washington Post
“Butler greatly enlarges our sense of what the
Vietnam War cost to a generation . . . Perfume
River tells a human story that sums up an entire
era of American life.” —Miami Herald “Butler’s
assured, elegant novel . . . speaks eloquently of
the way the past bleeds into the present, history
reverberates through individual lives, and
mortality challenges our perceptions of
ourselves and others.” —Publishers Weekly “A
heartbreaking story of fathers and sons and their
expectations and disappointments . . . Perfume
River is a powerful work that asks profound
questions about betrayal and loyalty.”
—BookPage
The Fossil Woman - Tom Sharpe 2021-03-11
Wilt - Tom Sharpe 1994
Indecent Exposure - Tom Sharpe 1987
wilt-tom-sharpe

Kommandant van Heerden, the chief of police of
Piemburg, terrorizes true Englishmen and even
truer Zulus in his search for a perfect South
Africa, while Luitenant Verkramp and Dr. von
Blimenstein try to use aversion therapy to
enforce chastity
Wilt in Nowhere - Tom Sharpe 2011-05-26
When his endlessly capricious wife Eva receives
plane tickets for the family to visit Auntie Joan
and Uncle Wally in Atlanta, Wilt knows only one
thing - that nothing could entice him to fly three
thousand miles over the water, and especially
not two rotund Americans with more money than
sense. What better way to escape and find
equilibrium then to embark on a walking tour?
Just Wilt, the countryside, and an ill-judged
bottle of whiskey... Meanwhile, Eva finds her
plans to inherit Joan and Wally's fortune slipping
away faster than her sanity, thanks to a
combination of sinister teenage quadruplets with
foul mouths, and her unexpected role as lead
suspect in a drug-trafficking plot. Outrageous,
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darkly comic, and packed with calamity on top of
calamity, Tom Sharpe's latest episode of Wilt's
misadventures is a razor-sharp farce that will
delight fans both old and new.
The Wilt Inheritance - Tom Sharpe 2010-10-31
Stuck in a job he doesn't want - but can't afford
to lose - as nominal Head of the Communications
Department at Fenland University, Wilt is still
subject to the whims of The Powers That Be,
both in and outside of work. The demands of his
snobbish wife Eva, and the stupendous school
fees of his despicable quadruplet daughters,
cause him the biggest headaches... apart from
the hangovers, that is. When Eva signs him up
for a summer job, teaching the gun-toting idiot
son of a lusty local aristocrat, Wilt is not
amused. But, as circumstances unravel and the
summer goes on, Wilt sees that the situation
could be put to his financial advantage, as well
as giving Eva some headaches of her own. With
Tom Sharpe's famous dark humour in full
evidence, and an explosive plot which takes its
wilt-tom-sharpe

readers to places they never realised they
wanted to visit, The Wilt Inheritance is another
instant classic from the British master of farce.
Wilt on High - Tom Sharpe 2011-05-26
Wilt is back - in form, and in a good deal of
trouble. Henry Wilt is still teaching at the
Fenland Tech, attempting to drill English into
plasterers, dozing through tedious committee
meetings and occasionally getting mildly
plastered in 'The Pig in a Poke' with one of his
few bearable colleagues. But the even tenor of
his days is rudely interrupted when the shadow
of drug dealing flickers across the Tech.
Suddenly Wilt becomes the target of suspicion.
His colleagues believe him to be responsible for
triggering a departmental inquiry, and his old
adversary Inspector Flint, knowing that he's
guilty of something, sees a chance to settle a
number of scores. What starts with an
accusation of voyeurism in the staff lavatory (of
the wrong gender to boot) leads, more or less
directly, to a massive confrontation at a nearby
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US airbase with the forces of law and order on
both sides and Wilt in his usual place - in the
middle.
The Wilt Inheritance - Tom Sharpe 2011-05-26
Stuck in a job he doesn't want but can't afford to
lose, Wilt is still subject to the whims of the
powers that be, both in and out of work. The
demands of his snobbish wife Eva, and the
stupendous school fees of his despicable
quadruplet daughters, cause him the biggest
headaches, apart from the hangovers that is.
The Wilt Alternative - Tom Sharpe 1981
The World is Full of Divorced Women - Jackie
Collins 2013-09-06
“A generation of women have learnt more about
how to handle their men from Jackie’s books
than from any kind of manual... Jackie is very
much her own person: a total one off.” —Daily
Mail In the scorching follow-up to The World is
Full of Married Men, Jackie Collins takes readers
on another racy romp written well before its
wilt-tom-sharpe

time, and weaving an incredible story of
infidelity, sin, and deliciously sweet revenge in a
way only the master of glamour fiction can!
When British journalist Cleo James decided to
surprise her record company executive husband
at his Manhattan office, she wasn’t expecting to
be greeted by a very naked Mike having his way
with her very naked best friend, Susan. Cleo
soon learns that this is not an isolated
incident—that there have been others. Many
others. Some women might see this mishap as a
tragic setback, but smart, savvy, and sexy
twenty-nine-year-old Cleo sees only an
opportunity to grow beyond the New York City
lifestyle that marriage dragged and locked her
into. Cleo has had a successful career writing
celebrity profiles for Image magazine and now
she’s free to take on an assignment to travel the
globe and interview the world’s five hottest
men—all of whom she plans to sleep with to get
revenge on Mike. Buxom and beautiful Muffin
may be the hottest centerfold girl in London, but
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she craves the sizzle and spark of Hollywood.
She sets her sights on Jon Clapton, a
professional photographer who’s already
married, as her ticket to stardom in America.
After convincing him to leave his wife and take
her to the States, Jon soon becomes her
manager. Though Muffin may discover he wants
more from her than she can or is willing to give.
. . Packed with salacious situations and plenty of
sizzle, The World is Full of Divorced Women
combines Jackie Collins two favorite and most
beloved worlds—Hollywood and London—to
create a scorching and truly satisfying read! hr
Read both of The World is Full series, as well as
all the New York Times bestselling books by
Jackie Collins! 1. The World is Full of Married
Men 2. The World is Full of Divorced Women
Henry Golightly - Geoff Pike 1974
Wilt in Nowhere - Tom Sharpe 2005
Brilliantly written and bitingly funny, Tom
Sharpe's indefatigable hero is pitted against the
wilt-tom-sharpe

vices of an aristocratic pervert, the merciless
greed of a politician's wife and the seedy
underbelly of Britain's medical facilities, deftly
exposing the farcic
Riotous Assembly - Tom Sharpe 1987
A South African woman struggles to convince
the police that she has murdered her black cook
The Gropes - Tom Sharpe 2011-05-26
It is one of the more surprising facts about Old
England that one can still find families living in
the same houses their ancestors built centuries
before and on land that has belonged to them
since before the Norman Conquest. The Gropes
of Grope Hall are one such family.... The Gropes
are an old English family based in
Northumberland, separated from the rest of
society and as eccentric as they come. It is a line
dominated by strong-willed and oversexed
women, determined to produce more female
heirs regardless of whether their desired
partners are willing ... At the dawn of the new
millennium, timid and gormless teenager
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Esmond is abducted and lured to Grope Hall by
a descendant of the Gropes. Young Esmond is
powerless to escape, and his kidnap sets in
motion a stream of farcical events that will have
readers laughing out loud. Tom Sharpe's
trademark humour abounds in this new novel,
marking him out once again as an outstanding
and unique British storyteller.
Blott On The Landscape - Tom Sharpe
2011-05-26
The landscape is flawless, the trees majestic, the
flora and the fauna are right and proper. All is
picturesquely typical of rural England at its best.
Sir Giles, an MP of few principles and curious
tastes, plots to destroy all this by building a
motorway smack through it, to line his own
pocket and at the same time to dispose of his
wife, the capacious Lady Maude. But Lady
Maude enlists a surprising ally in her enigmatic
gardener Blott, a naturalised Englishman in
whom adopted patriotism burns bright. Lady
Maude's dynamism and Blott's concealed talents
wilt-tom-sharpe

enable them to meet pressure with mimicry,
loaded tribunals with publicity and chilli powder,
and requisition orders with wickedly spiked
beer. This explosively comic novel will gladden
the heart of everyone who has ever confronted a
bureaucrat, and spells out in riotous detail how
the forces of virtue play an exceedingly dirty
game when the issue is close to home.
¡Ánimo, Wilt! - Tom Sharpe 2022-05-11
La endiablada capacidad de crear conflictos de
Wilt, llega en esta novela a sus más altas cotas
de peligrosidad. En los lavabos del Politécnico
donde es profesor aparece muerta por
sobredosis la hija de un distinguido lord
británico. Una inmejorable oportunidad para que
el amargado inspector Flint reavive sus ansias
de venganza, tras su fracaso en el caso de la
muñeca hinchable. Entretanto, Wilt atraviesa
una difícil situación financiera: sus repulsivas
cuatrillizas acuden a una costosa escuela
especial para niños superdotados, por lo cual se
ve obligado a hacer horas extras. Entre sus
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nuevos alumnos figuran un delincuente preso en
una cárcel cercana y que aparentemente es uno
de los jefes de la red de traficantes, así como los
oficiales norteamericanos de una base de
misiles. Por otra parte, su esposa intenta
renovar las menguadas energías eróticas de su
esposo y le suministra subrepticiamente un
horrible afrodisíaco. La acción se desencadena:
el asesino McCullum aparece muerto en su
celda, la base aérea es puesta en estado de
alerta máxima por infiltración de un espía
soviético y el ardor sexual de Wilt se descontrola
totalmente. Qué duda cabe de que nuestro héroe
está en peligro... pero la rolliza Eva está
decidida a salvar a su cónyuge a toda costa.
Wilt in Triplicate - Tom Sharpe 1996
The Throwback - Tom Sharpe 2011-05-26
When Lockhart Flawse is catapulted out of his
upper-class and rapunzel-esque life with the
curmudgeonly Flawse Senior, he must enter the
world of suburbia, and marriage. Rendered an
wilt-tom-sharpe

absolute twit in modern society by his medieval
upbringing, Lockhart must resort to drastic
tactics in his attempt to return to Flawse House.
Faced with the horrors of suburbia, he must
either terrorise, blackmail and potentially kill an
entire street of his tenants, or attempt to find his
unknown and elusive father in order to inherit
the estate. However, with the belief that he was
dropped into his mother's arms by a stork,
killing a street of people may be the wiser option
for the socially inept young man. He is also
under mounting pressure, as it may all be in vain
if his gold-digging mother-in-law has her way.
Now the wife of Flawse Senior, she has decided
that if Lockhart's wealthy grandfather can't have
the decency to die on his own, she will take
matters into her own hands.
Henry Wilt má smůlu - Tom Sharpe 2000
The Wilt Alternative - Tom Sharpe 2011-05-26
Henry Wilt is no longer the victim of his own
uncontrolled fantasies. As Head of a
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reconstituted Liberal Studies Department he has
assumed power without authority at the Fenland
College of Arts & Technology and the fantasies
he now confronts are those of political bigots
and reactionary bureaucrats - in addition to his
wife's enthusiasm for every Organic Alternative
under the compost heap and the insistence of his
quadruplets on looking at every problem with an
unflinching lack of sentimentality. It is only
when Wilt becomes the unintentional participant
in a terrorist siege that he is forced to find an
answer to the problems of power, which have
corrupted greater men than he. With a mental
ingenuity born of his innate cowardice, Wilt
fights for those liberal values which are
threatened both by international terrorism and
by the sophisticated methods of police antiterrorist agents. In the confusion that follows,
Wilt resumes his dialogue with the unflagging
Inspector Flint and is himself subjected to the
indignity of a psycho-political profile. Bitingly
funny and brilliantly written, The Wilt
wilt-tom-sharpe

Alternative exposes the farcical anomalies,
which have become the social norms of our time.
The Great Pursuit - Tom Sharpe 2002
A totally filthy novel to put the literary world in
spasms - but sure to make a shameful pile of
money in America. Frensic, a literary agent with
a 'nose for a bestseller' (as well as port and
snuff), places this hot property with Hutchmeyer
- who is the
Wilt - Tom Sharpe 2017
Indecent Exposure - Tom Sharpe 2011-05-26
In Piemburgem, the deceptively peaceful-looking
capital of Zululand, Kommandant van Heerden,
Konstabel Els and Luitenant Verkramp continue
to terrorise true Englishman and even truer
Zulus in their relentless search for a perfect
South Africa. Kommandant van Heerden, that
great Anglophile, gropes his way towards
attaining true 'Englishness' in the company of
the eccentric Dornford Yates Club. But Luitenant
Verkramp, whose hatred of all things English is
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surpassed only by his fear of sex, sets in motion
an experiment in mass chastity (with the help of
a lady psychiatrist), which has remarkable and
quite unforeseen results.
Wilt - Tom Sharpe 2011-05-26
Henry Wilt, tied to a daft job and a domineering
wife, has just been passed over for promotion
yet again. Ahead of him at the Polytechnic
stretch years of trying to thump literature into
the heads of plasterers, joiners, butchers and the
like. And things are no better at home where his
massive wife, Eva, is given to boundless and
unpredictable fits of enthusiasm - for
transcendental meditation, yoga or the
trampoline. But if Wilt can do nothing about his
job, he realises he can do something about his
wife - and as each day passes, his fantasies grow
more murderous and more real.
Vintage Stuff - Tom Sharpe 2011-06-01
Peregrine Roderick Clyde-Brown is a bumbling,
naive and savagely dim-witted teenager, who, as
his name reveals, cannot possibly be exposed to
wilt-tom-sharpe

the evils of a comprehensive school. However,
with his penchant for taking even the most
innocent command literally, no reputable school
will accept the boy who, when told that he must
turn over a new leaf, begins fondling the foliage.
His parents, with high hopes and a considerable
amount of bribery money, search for anywhere
that will take their 'late developer.' In a school
that time forgot, Peregrine's 'talents' for taking
orders and having no discernible individual
thought seem perfect for a promising career in
the upper ranks of the British Army. It is at
Groxbourne that Peregrine meets Mr Gladstone,
a man whose teaching style extends as far as
using lashings to teach arithmetic. After
Gladstone whisks the unquestioning boy off on a
hysterical mystery, Peregrine ends up storming
a French castle, where he unwaveringly commits
mischief, mayhem and even murder!
Sharpe's Rifles - Bernard Cornwell 1989
In the winter of 1809 the French are winning the
war in Spain & Britain's forces are retreating
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towards Corunna, with Napoleon's victorious
armies in pursuit. Sharpe & a detachment of
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Riflemen are cut off from the British army &
surrounded by troops.
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